Transform your dreams into Reality
Do you have a story? Do you dream of getting published?
Visionary is here to help!
Visionary is one of the best known production studios in the industry. With a reputation as a top quality
studio, digital publisher, and transmedia development company, we offer professional services at very
competitive rates.

Editorial Services - Visionary can help make any project reach its greatest potential. Editorial
services include in-depth analysis and review of plot / synopses, page by page on scripts or manuscripts,
and an intensive art review for all stages of production. This ranges from simple spell-checking to
continuity review, use of dialogue, captions, story structure, narrative and, dramatic development.
Editing does not focus on story content, merely execution. It’s your story; we just help make sure you
tell it such that the reader sees what you want them to see and feels what you want them to feel!

Art Review - Art review includes overviews of thumbnails, penciled pages and finished work
focusing on anatomy, page composition, layout, flow and technique for whatever level art being used.

Pre-Press & Print Ready - The final stages of prepping a comic or book for production and
printing is an art in and of itself! Production quality is often the place where new publishers or studios
fall short. Visionary provides pre-press, print ready and other production by the best! Help make sure
the final product is everything it should be.

Creative Services - Whether its development of a licensed or original property, to writing,
scripting, penciling, inking, coloring, lettering or all the above, Visionary can help make it happen!
Looking for a specific type of project and not wanting to deal with the mountains of submissions you’d
go through to find a single gem? Got a licensed property you need a team for ASAP? Just need some
help in hitting a deadline? Visionary can provide any single service, to any combination at highly
affordable rates. Projects can range from one-time fill-in spots to ongoing work.

Visionary does it all!
To check out all our services, please visit our website at: www.visionarycreativesservices.com
For FREE project quotes, email: info@visionarycomics.com

